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Steve Hicks, APSCUF State President, will be on
campus to speak to the faculty and answer general
procedural questions about retrenchment.
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Dear Colleagues,
1 I hope the end of the summer has found you happy, healthy, and (still) warm, and
that it was filled with all of the things you enjoy doing during the long break, be it
friends and family, barbecuing, baseball, or any of the things that make life in the

northern tier so appealing.
I myself traveled more this past summer than in the previous several years
combined. One noteworthy moment was getting off a plane from Germany, and
almost immediately hopping onto a plane to visit my wife’s family in China. There,
in Hunan province, I learned the meaning of heat, both in terms of air
temperature, and culinary fare. The nutritional content of food is used only as a
vehicle to convey more fire into the mouth.
Later in the summer I almost stepped on a rattlesnake while hiking in Col Denning

State Park near Carlisle, PA. Luckily, two young ladies pointed him out to me
before I walked on him, a fact I’m sure we both appreciated. I had never seen a
rattlesnake before outside of the Bronx Zoo and I’ve got to say, they are bigger
than I remember.
Normally I have a certain homebound inertia akin to one of the logs in my
backyard, so this amount of travel was definitely out of the ordinary.
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2 Welcome back to another year of teaching. I hope by now everyone has had a
chance to settle in and get the feel for the rhythm of the semester; all those
classes, meetings, and events. Of course, what would life be without a crisis? And
this year, there is the PASSHE-wide threat of large-scale cuts to programs and
perhaps worse, personnel. To paraphrase Michael Moore’s Sicko, when people are
afraid, they tend not to complain as much. While the demographics appear to be
at least partly to blame—fewer college-aged students to go
around, resulting in stiffer competition between existing
Ought we not to have schools—I can’t shake the feeling that we ought to have
seen this coming a long time ago and planned accordingly. I
had a workable plan
in place years ago (on mean, it’s not like population statistics for any given age
group at any given time are some huge surprise. In the
both university and
words of Ike, “Plans are nothing…planning is everything.
state levels) to meet
There is a very great distinction because when you are
the contingency of
planning for an emergency you must start with this one
declining student
thing: the very definition of “emergency" is that it is
populations?
unexpected, therefore it is not going to happen the way you
are planning.” Gradual demographic shifts are not
emergencies, at least according to Ike’s definition.
Therefore, I gently suggest, ought we not to have had a workable plan in place
years ago (on both university and state levels) to meet the contingency of
declining student populations? Our ability to be caught by surprise astounds me.
3 This oversight makes me suspect that the “crisis” is as much manufactured—or
at least, being used opportunistically by Harrisburg—as authentic. We’ve had
pretty reliable population statistics in this country since the first US census was
taken in 1790. It’s no coincidence that the governor’s “flat funding” approach to
PASSHE comes at the same time as this decline. Somebody thinks they are being
clever and subtle. Given the current administration’s track records with public
schools, it’s a no-brainer as to what the agenda is. We weren’t beaten or broken
(not by a long shot) during the last contract negotiation, so it appears the
strategy has shifted. By flat-funding PASSHE, the governor’s office is hoping to
starve us on the vine, to consequently blame us for mismanaging the funds we are
given, and to pave the way for privatization, vouchers, the whole deal that hasn’t
worked well, or at all, for the public schools. We need the governor’s “invisible
hand” to get out of our public education system.
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4 Another tine to this forked attack is to paint faculty in the public eye as
overpaid and underworked. I don’t know about you, but I work about 60 hours a
week, between grading, meetings, planning new lectures, reviewing stuff I used to
know, and so on. Overpaid? Due to my calculations, PASSHE salaries are almost
exactly in the middle of the pack on a national level. According to my quick n’ dirty
research, faculty employed by public universities nationwide in 2012 earned an
average salary of $48,359, $73,212, $84,275, $123,393, according to the AAUP.
In 2010-2011, PASSHE paid sixth-step faculty at each rank $55,810.18,

$64,607.21, $74,791.08, and $93,126.65. That seems pretty in-line with national
averages, even when you account for the 2% or so inflation during that time
period.
Not to mention that we are disproportionately responsible the vast majority of
the revenue made by the university—I have never heard a student mention that
they chose a particular school because of the great administration, dorms, or
food. We paid our dues and earned our first stripes during the slog through grad
school and as a consequence are presumably experts in our fields. We are the

reason students come here. If you want to attract quality professionals you need
to offer them something worthwhile in return, or they will look elsewhere.
Growing faculty costs across PASSHE have not kept pace with rising
administrative costs. Yet somehow we overpaid faculty, with our high-falutin’
doctorates and expertise, are at least partway responsible for PASSHE’s financial
problems? To put it another way, the geese eat too much and don’t produce
enough eggs. Let’s get rid of some, hire more farmers, and build a new barn.
5 Which brings me to the 400-pound gorilla. The threat of retrenchment at MU.
We’ve been told that, given the current financial state of the university, it
appears as if retrenchment of some sort is on the table. Across PASSHE,
administrators are keeping a close eye on what’s happening at Clarion, Edinboro,
and the rest. What happens there will set the precedent. At this point, we’re
privy to no more information than anyone else. You can bet I will keep you
informed as best I can. I sure hope we can find a way to hold the line. Cutting
stuff is a great way to limit your ability to bounce back when things do turn
around. And I have great faith that things will get better once more.
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6 Our role in APSCUF is to make sure that the contract is followed in any and all
proceedings, and to try to find alternative means of helping to restore solvency
without resorting to cutting faculty. We always try to keep your best interests in
mind. Yet how can we brave this turmoil with our integrity intact? It is important
for us to appreciate that faculty are strongest when we stand together. Under
any threat in any organization it is common, perhaps human nature, for the blame
game to begin, with individuals and even whole units sniping at each other. It is
important that we continue to foster cooperation and a generous spirit toward
each other, to avoid playing this zero-sum game, which will only serve to turn us

against each other and our own interests. We are all in this together. I hope we
will stand in solidarity no matter the nature of any plans that are announced. We
will do our part to make sure there is fair treatment and that the rules, which
offer us substantial protections and recourses, are
followed.
7 Yet in the dark of night, the stars do shine. Have you
noticed the growing sense of community around campus?
We’ve had chats at Chango’s, a superb turnout and
wonderful weekend extravaganza for the MU-Princeton

We are all
in this

together!

night football game, Forward Thinking Faculty, a faculty
meal plan/lunch hour...and I’m sure I forgot a few things.
I hope that with the new school year, you find new beginnings. I hope we will
continue to engage each other in pleasant conversation, and to reach out beyond
our comfort zones. As always come talk to any of us, your APSCUF chapter
officers, if you have questions. If I don’t know the answer I’ll find it out myself
or find somebody who does.
Best of cheer to you as nature gets ready to put on her best outfit!
Your friend,
Rob
MU APSCUF VP
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Dr. Christopher Kopf – Geography & Geology
Dr. Jonathan Rothermel – History & Political Science
Professor Michelle Schlegal – Art
Dr. Andrew Walters – Music
Dr. Alissa Rose – Music
Dr. Jeffrey Jacobsen – Music
Professor Susan Lanzara – Health Sciences
Dr. Robert Clark – Social Work/Anthropology/Sociology

Dr. Robert Clark – Associate Professor
Dr. Jeffrey Jacobsen – Associate Professor
Dr. Anthony Kiessling –Associate Professor
Ms. Susan Lanzara – Assistant Professor
Dr. Philippe Savoye – Full Professor
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FACUTY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Dr. Rebecca Dodson-Webster
Rebecca Dodson-Webster performed as co-principal horn with the Endless Mountain Music
Festival during their eighth season in the region. One of the founding members of the ensemble,
she was featured in each of the group's full orchestra works, as well as soloist at the festival's
brass concert in Troy, PA. Mansfield student Sara Petokas performed in the horn section as well,
with Dodson-Webster as her mentor. She has been invited to return as an intern for next season.

Dr. Phil Savoye
Dr. Savoye’s article Intro d ucing Diff erential Equatio ns Stud ents to the Theo ry o f
Distributions was accepted by the Mathematics and Computer Education Journal ( ISSN: 0730 –
8639 ).

Dr. Lynne Hammann & Dr. Edward Ryan
Drs. Edward Ryan & Lynne Hammann have co-authored two proposals that address the use of
cognitive art to foster critical thinking. Their proposal, Utilizing the Co gnitive Art Print in Visual

and Cognitive Pedagogy: An Approach to Critical Thinking, has been accepted for presentation at The 43rd
Annual Conference of the International Society for Exploring Teaching and Learning in Orlando,
FL, in October. Dr. Hammann has had a proposal accepted for The International Society for
Exploring Teaching and Learning: When in Doubt, “C” Your Way Out: It’s a Classic for a Reason.
Drs. Ryan and Hammann also submitted a proposal to the 2013 Academic Innovation
Conference, to be held at Shippensburg University this fall: Visual Disequilibrium and Co gnitive
Dissonance: Engaging Students in Critical Thinking via Cognitive Art. Dr. Ryan’s Cognitive Art print,
“Market Leninism,” has been viewed and discussed by students and educators across several

disciplines, including sociology, philosophy and educational psychology. She and Dr. Ryan plan
research work exploring the use of cognitive art and critical thinking.

Dr. Yucong Liu
Dr. Liu published a conference paper:
Y. Liu, Y. Lee, and A. Chen (2013), “Information technology and firm profitability in network
environments”, the 19th Americas Conference on Information Systems (AMCIS 2013),
Chicago, IL.
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Dr. Shaker Ramasamy
Marcellus Shale Region Well Water Quality Study
Dr. Shaker Ramasamy, Tyler Stauffer (Chemistry), Bernard Stevenson (Chemistry), John Sepiol
(Geology), Brandon Drake (Geology) conducted the second phase of the research project
studying the quality of the well water in Tioga county. About 90 well water samples, in the
vicinity of gas wells, were collected and analyzed for pH, conductivity, temperature, Barium,
and Strontium. The analysis for
Barium and Strontium were carried

out using the Inductively Coupled
Argon Plasma Emission Spectrometer
acquired using a $51000 grant from
Mansfield University’s Strategic Funds
grant during spring 2012.
The results of the study were presented
during the Annual Scholarship day at
Mansfield University on April 19, 2013.

The longitudinal results of the water
quality study, Shale Gas Drilling and Groundwater Quality in Northern Pennsylvania, were
presented at the Ohio Groundwater Forum: Protecting and Managing Groundwater for the
Future on June 19, 2013.
Another poster, Effect of Shale Gas Drilling on Groundwater Quality, Tioga County,
Pennsylvania, has been accepted for presentation at the 125th Annual Meeting of the
Geological Society of America in Denver, Colorado, October 27-30, 2013.

Professor Helen Adams
Helen Adams, an instructor in the Mansfield University School Library and Information
Technologies department, completed her fourth book during the 2013 spring term. Pro tecting
Intellectual Freedom and Privacy in Your School Library was published recently by Libraries Unlimited.
Book topics include serving students with special needs, privacy and confidentiality in the context
of a school library, challenges to school library materials, Internet filtering issues, and advocacy for
intellectual freedom.
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Dr. Peggy Dettwiler
Peggy Dettwiler has been selected to serve as a Lecturer to present two seminars at the 10th
World Choral Symposium on Choral Music in Seoul, Korea, in August of 2014!

The World

Choral Symposium is a one-week event organized every three years at a prominent and
attractive city somewhere in the world. Dettwiler applied in March for consideration and was
notified in May that her proposal was accepted with full funding for the trip! Lecturers are
selected “from the standpoint of what will benefit choral scholars at the highest level covering a

broad base of advanced topics.”
Peggy is thrilled as she considers this invitation to be the most prestigious in her professional
career. The session is entitled, “Overtone Singing as a Choral Art” and will be given
collaboratively with overtone singer and composer, Stuart Hinds of Lubbock, Texas. Hinds has
visited Mansfield University to work with the choirs on overtone singing, and the Concert
Choir has performed three of his compositions. The session has also been accepted for
presentation at the Eastern Division Convention of the American Choral Directors Association
next February in Baltimore, Maryland.

Mansfield University Student Received the
State APSCUF Public Relations Internship
Mr. Alexander Beck, received the State APSCUF Public Relations/
Governmental Relations Department internship for the Fall 2013
semester. He will be working in State office in Harrisburg, PA. Mr. Beck
is a Political Science major and in his junior year at Mansfield
University.
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Dr. Kristin Sanner
It is with deep sorrow that that we announce that Professor Kristin
Sanner passed away on August 13. She was 44. Dr. Sanner has been a
respected and much-loved member of the Mansfield English faculty
since 2004. She had been ill for some time, but she chose to continue
working for as long as possible, and she brought an energetic and
witty teaching style to every class. She loved her work, and she loved
working with every single one of her students. She was particularly
devoted to Sigma Tau Delta, which she brought back to life here at

Mansfield; she gave hundreds of hours to helping it to thrive. As dear
as she was to us, she was even dearer to others. Please join us in extending condolences to her
husband, Bill Walker, and their son Isaac. Kristin Sanner’s friends on campus are making plans to
plant a tree and dedicate a bench in her memory.

The Kristin Sanner Memorial Fund
Literature, books, reading, and libraries were all central to Kristin Sanner’s life.
She wore her learning lightly, revealing her love of language in the casual
precision of her conversation. Books were a source of information, insight, and
delight for Kristin, so it is fitting that she wished to direct any memorial
donations to the Susquehanna Library.
The goal of the Kristin Sanner Memorial Fund is to raise $5,000 in order to
dedicate a bookcase in the new library to Kristin’s enduring memory.
Contributions will be gratefully accepted in any amount. Your contribution will
help commemorate a dear friend, teacher, and neighbor in a place she
cherished, among scores of books.
How to give:


Online via a Paypal account: kristindonations.wordpress.com



By check payable to the Susquehanna Public Library noting “Kristin Sanner
Fund” on the memo line.



Mail or drop off at the library at 18 Monument Street, Montrose
PA 18801.
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MANSFIELD CHAPTER APSCUF
OFFICER, DELEGATES, & COMMITTEES
2013-2014
President, Delegate.............................. Ron Straub ....................... 4796/rstraub@mansfield.edu ......... 4/2014
Vice President ...................................... Robert Clark .................... 4482/rlclark@mansfield.edu .......... 4/2015
Treasurer ............................................... Jonathan Rothermel ....... 4487/jrotherm@mansfield.edu ...... 8/2015
Secretary ................................................ Shawndra Holderby ........ 4664/sholderb@mansfield.edu ...... 4/2015
Legislative Assembly Delegate .......... Francis Craig.................... 4774/fcraig@mansfield.edu ........... 8/2014

Legislative Assembly Delegate .......... John Mansfield ................ 4483/jmansfie@mansfield.edu ...... 8/2015
Alternate Delegates ............................. Abe Ghods ...................... 4514/aghods@mansfield.edu ......... 8/2015
Michelle Moore ............... 4568/mmoore@mansfield.edu ...... 8/2014
Rob Clark ......................... 4482/rlclark@mansfield.edu .......... 4/2015
Membership Chairperson ................... Tim Madigan ................... 4488/tmadigan@mansfield.edu ..... 4/2015
CAP Chair ............................................ Jason Roscoe ................... 4692/jroscoe@mansfield.edu......... 1/2015
Communications Liaison.................... Lee Wright ....................... 4787/lwright@mansfield.edu
Gender Issues/Social Justice ............. Mary Daly ........................ 4763/mdaly@mansfield.edu
Grievance Chair ................................... Brian Loher...................... 4777/bloher@mansfield.edu
Health & Safety Chair ......................... Robert Maris .................... 4537/rmaris@mansfield.edu
Health & Welfare Specialist ............... Francis Craig.................... 4774/fcraig@mansfield.edu
Legislative Chair ................................. Robert Clark .................... 4482/rlclark@mansfield.edu
Member at Large ................................. Lee Wright ....................... 4787/lwright@mansfield.edu
Negotiations Rep/Chair ..................... Ron Straub ....................... 4796/rstraub@mansfield.edu
Mobilization Chair............................... Robert Clark .................... 4482/rlclark@mansfield.edu
Nominations & Elections .................. Nanci Werner-Burke ...... 4577/nwernerb@mansfield.edu
Public Relations ................................... Lee Wright ....................... 4787/lwright@mansfield.edu

Senate Rep. ........................................... Rob Clark ......................... 4482/rlclark@mansfield.edu
M&D Spokesperson ........................... Ron Straub ....................... 4796/rstraub@mansfield.edu
Student/Faculty Liaison ..................... John Mansfield ................ 4483/jmansfie@mansfield.edu
Coaches Rep. ........................................ Rich Miller ....................... 4862/crmiller@mansfield.edu
Local APSCURF President ................ Mark Robarge .................. 570-662-2310/mrobarge@mansfield.edu
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Meet & Discuss

Executive Committee

Ron Straub, President, Spokesperson, Delegate

Ron Straub, President

Rob Clark, Vice President, Alternate Delegate

Robert Clark, Vice President

Jonathan Rothermel, Treasurer

Jonathan Rothermel, Treasurer

Shawndra Holderby, Secretary

Shawndra Holderby, Secretary

Francis Craig, Delegate

Francis Craig, Delegate

Brian Loher, Grievance Chair

Brian Loher, Grievance Chair

Mary Daly, Gender Issues/Social Justice

Mary Daly, Gender Issues/Social Justice

Lee Wright, Member at Large

Lee Wright, Member at Large

Rich Miller, Coaches Rep.

Rich Miller, Coaches Rep.

Peter Keller, Provost

Jason Roscoe, CAP Chair

J. P. Burke, Associate Provost & Dean

Tim Madigan, Membership Chair

David Stinebeck, Interim Associate Provost &
Dean of Arts & Sciences
Dia Carleton, Human Resources Director

State APSCUF Officers
President .................................... Steve Hicks
Vice Pres. .................................... Ken Mash
Secretary...................................... Helen Bieber
Treasurer ...................................... Chris Hallen
Officers-at-Large ....................... B. J. Mullaney

Officers-at-Large ....................... Burrell Brown
Officers-at-Large ....................... Jamie Martin
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MEMBERS ONLY FORUM
The Members Only Forum has been upgraded. It still has all of same
features, but with an enhanced interface and easier registration. Members will continue to access the forum in the same way--via the Members
Forum link in the upper right corner of www.apscuf.org. The APSCUF.org
homepage has also been updated to advertise the forum upgrade.
There is one caveat. All members with active accounts will need to
re-register since this is a completely new platform. Registration is simple.
Members can simply click on the register button in the Members Forum;
agree to the terms; and then complete the registration information.

MU APSCUF
Mansfield University
204 Retan
55 Wilson Avenue
Mansfield, PA 16933

Like us on Facebook

Subscribe to our blog!

Follow us on Twitter!

www.facebook.com/APSCUF

www.apscuf.org/blog

www.twitter/APSCUF
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